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MONDAY, D,ECE�BER 17, 1973

Wingfield Says:

'l(werelResigned; Was Not Fired'
But the Reasons Remain Unclear
'

On-Campus Recruit Now

Dear Member of the Class of June 1974 and M.B.A. Candidates:
As a student who is approaching graduation you are undoubtedly
concerned with the career opportunities that will be available to you
at that time .
The Office of Career Counseling and Placement is actively engaged
in a program of career planning and job exploration. One part of it is
the On-Campus Interviewing Program. Its purpose is to expose seniors
and M.B.A. candidates to career opportunities before graduation. This
is accomplished by arranging specific interviews with representatives
of nationally known and prominent local firms as well as government
agencies.
In an endeavor to service the greatest amount of students in the
fairest way possible this office has carefully designed an On-Campus
procedw:e. Th,is procedure will result in a more equitable distribution
of appointments. In addition, more couns·eling time will be available
to those students who, because of the cun-ent labor market, will have
to do a greater amount of job hunting on their own. This counseling
will include such opics as cal'eer opportunities in your field or related,
fields interviewing techniques and construction of a resume to meet
your individual objective, and the development of a job hunting campaign,
.
'l'his On-Campus procedure will require that-·you come- to this O'f
fice no later than December 19, 1973 (257 Park Avenue South, Room
214) and register for the program. Counseling sessions will be con
ducted the first three weeks in January, In order .to participate in th4r
'program you must register before December 19 and pai:ticipate in a
oounseling session.
Further details will be given at the first OrientatioIJ. meeting on
Thursday, December 20, 1973 in Room 4 North (23rd Btreet B,uilding)
at 12 Noon. Please make every effort to attend.
We hope that we may be of continued service to you in launching
your future career.
Sincerely yours,
Dona J. Marden
Assistant Pfacement Director
Monday, February 11
Seidman & Seidman, CPA
Laventhol, Krekstein, Howarth & Howarth, CPA
Price Waterhouse, CPA
'(Continued on Page 4)

.

Preside,it Cites 'Reporter' Story
As 'Fabrication '; We Say 'Story
Not.Don1e With Yet'·

President Clyde J. Wingfield denied to this paper last Tuesday (December 11) that he'
had fired the Ombudsman, Dr. Seymour Kwerel, as reported in last week's Reporter. He went
on'. to say that, according to the rules under which Baruch College operates, the President
has no power of hiring or firing the Ombudsman.
He went OliJ. to say that he had "beg;fed" Dr. Kwerel to stay in the position, but that
Kwerel refused, saying that he prefered to pursue his interest in research and writing.
The Baruch College Community
Conference is holdin� its first
meeting in many months today at
5 P.M. to start the process of se
lecting a new Ombudsman. BCCC
is made up af faculty, studen t and
i

t

e

A�': ��:·a�:'er:\ �:;:;r, it -was
noted that in the fall of 1972 the
President met with Dr. Kwerel to
discuss Kwerel's wish, that he at
tain the rank of full professor
this year, and that ·if the job of
Ombudsman (a job that removes
its possessor from any College or
School department) were to inter
fere with his promotion, Kwerel
would not se.e k another term.
This was also stated to the
Baruch Community 8onference in
late 1972 and read into the minutes.
According to our sources, sev
eral times during 1973 promotional
committees met ,to consider the

'Middle College' Opens· at LaGuardill

A preparatory school combining the last three years of high_ schoo� with the fi�st !wo
y;ears of college was approved recently by the Board o� Higher Education. �he ne'Y ms!1t�
tion called the middle college, is scheduled to open in September, 1974, at City Umvers1ty s
LaGuardia Community College in Long Is1and City.
Approximately 125 students will· be recruited from the western Queens area for th�
first class. Maximum enrollment is expected to reach about 325.
The program is designed to remove the barriers between high lege-level study in less than three
scho·o1 and college, provide early years, and may complete the entire
remedial help for young people sequence in less than five years.
with learning problems, and moti- Others may take longer to finish
vate them to go on to college. La- one or more segments.
Guardia received a grant of $95,116
Various methods will be used to
in October, 1972, to plan for the provide a flexible learning pattern,
new school, A second grant of including independent study and
$108,000 was ?.warded in July, tutoring of young�r students by
t.973, by the Fund for Impr�ve- their older classmates. Some
ment of Post-Secondary Educati on, courses will be divided into segUnited States Department . of me�ts so that students iµay receive
. partial c:uedit without having to
Health, Education and Welfare.
The new educational unit will complete the entire semester for
full credit.
for
enroll
enable tenth-graders to
Remedial work will begin in the
f.ive yeai·s of individualized study.
Their schedules will be accelerated tenth grade and continue for as
as students need special aslong
allow
to
where possible or varied
them to spend more time on sub- sistance. Career education, startjects that particularly interest ing in the tenth grade, will ac'them. Some will be able to finish quaint them with a range of career
possibilities. Beginning in the
high school com;ies and start col-

'

ele'>,enth grade they will be as
signed to quarter-long job' intern
ships in the work-study pattern
already established by the college.
LaGuardia Community College,
which opened in September, 1971,
was the first hvo-year college in
the United States to establish a
program' of work and study for all
students. Three of a a student's
eight quarters at the college a.re
spent in job internships related
to occupational fields they plan to
enter. Students attend class oi·
work all year long with no sUJllffier
recess.
Dr. Janet Lieberman, LaGuai·dia's
·assistant dean of faculty, was in
charge of the planning phase for
the middle college. · Applicants for
the positio1, of director are now
being interviewed.

matter of Dr, Kwerel's promotion. had ,recommended to the Board of
No objections were raised. How Higher Education last month that
ever, when the matter .reached- the Senour be given tenure as a full
President's desk, Dr. Wing.field professor. Dr. Senour had been
vetoed Kwerel's- promotion. It was _going t1\!:ough a reappointment
,\;t granted bythe Bo�-;:,:f High :for-pne-year process through the
er Education, to whom all promo SPS Appointments Committee,
ions and so forth are refen-ed by Liberal Arts Personnel and Budget
the President's office.
and College P&B.
At this point, Dr. Kwerel de
The President said that he had
i!ided to drop, the Olr)budsma)'l job told Senour some time ago . that
and begin working towards a suc after a reasonable probatidnary
cessful promotion effort. As stated period, he (the President) would
in last week's· Reporter,- he will · recommend to the BHE that Dr.
continue to teach (which he has Senour be · tenured.
, been doing all alo_ng without pay,
However, Dr. Wingfield made
in addition to tutoring and indi- an effort to distinguish between
vidual counseling).
Senour's tenure as a full professor
Our people inside seemed to feel and his job as Dean of Students.
that last week's h�adline, "Wing While Senour is now at Bai'Uch,
field Fires Kwerel As Ombuds- if he so pleases, for life, his post
,nan," was either inaccurate or as Dean does not carry any such
in, as one person said, "poor commitment with it.
taste," as it seemed to reflect
The President also said that he
badly on Dr. Kwerel. The President found Senour's decisions on such
certainly thought that nothing personnel matters as the Ron
about it was accurate (see our Bruse case "not incon-ect'' and
i.etters column) while others found that he supported the Deiqi.
it,-· if not quite accurate, at least
He also surprise- that, as he
not inappropriate.
put it, "while the Administration .
Other conversations with the is fighting - for students - for
President turned up the interest the 2 New York Plaza facility,
lng information that the decision the student press is not focusing
to grant Ro.y R. Senour, Jr., Dean on that issue." When it was put
of Students, 'tenure was a Presi to him that perhaps the student
dential one alone, and that, accord press was concerned with who was
ing to Wingfield. all Deans are in the building rather than how
big the building was, the President
granted tenm·e in this manner.
President Wingfield said that he only smiled.

B·ULLETIN

Just as we went to press, The Reporter learned that the New
York State Boai·d of Regents ordered that the new Baruch College
be located on the Atlantic Terminal site in Brooklyn rather than
in Manhattan at 2 New York Plaza. The move to Brooklyn will
cost at ,least three times what the relocation to 2 NYP would have.
At this early writing, it was not yet clear what would he done
aliout a move to Brooklyn and whether or not it could be blocked.
The President's office, of courne, has not yet released a policy
statement.
Fulle1· ·details will be available in the next issue of The Reporter,
but it's suggested that you find out about all of this before then.
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New Student $ Program

B6Sigma-Eletts Memb·ers

Assemblyman Peter J. Costigan, Chairm an of the Select Committee on Higher Educa
Beta Gamma Sigma elected' 38 ungergTaduates and 30
tion, announc_ed a new Tuition Assistance Pro gram (TAP). that would allow increased fi graduates as well as ten students who have completed the
nancial aid to college students. "It is essential that all st�dents qualified to pursue higher M.B.A. progTam at Baruch College at its election held on
education be able to do so," Mr. Costigan said. TAP would· seek to maximize equal access December '6, 1973 announced P:i;-ofessor Edward Rothman,
to higher education for all students,- as well a s continuing to recognize the achievement of President. of Beta Gamma Sigma and Professor Leonard
scholastic excellence. It would hope to foster and maintain a healthy equilibrium between Lakin, Secretary of Beta Gamma· Sigma.
public and priv/3,te schools.
Election to Beta Gamma Sigma is nationally recognized
"Under the Tuition Assistanse at private schools to a level of pletely," Mr._ Costigan said. During as the highest academic honor conferre don students of busi
Program, there is more money for $20.00 for the lowest income stu that time, it would' be necessary ness in American colleges and universities.
students," Mr. Costigan explained. dent. These amounts will be SCcaled to keep some classes under ,pre
The eligibility requirements, which in�lude superior
Regents scholarships ' would be down as income rises. The deter sent programs in order to adjust scholarship, integrity, character and promise of professfonal
'continued to reward scholastic mination of the a.mount of each to the fiscal realities of the State
deveijpment,
parallel those for election to Phi Beta Kappa, in
achievement, and TAP, replacing grant would be based- on a very budget. The gradual phasing in of
,
the current Scholar Incentive Pro simple system which will use in a new program will also allow for Liberal Arts colleges.
Elected students will be initiated into Beta Gamma Sigma
gram, would provide a greatly ex its computation a figure such as effectiv� co-ordination with- BEOG,
panded grant program. Its long family net taxaol� income.
the federal Basic Educational Op at the annual dinner to be held in May, 1974.
range goal is to subsidize tuition
at public schools completely and

"TAP would probably take at
least fom years to phase in com-

Corner
The shor,t poems in Japanese, "Haiku," are familiar to
'many. With the renewed' interest in brief verse, •es_pecia,lly
one-line and even on�-word poems, the contributions of'Italians
lleserve mention. Aside from the work of past writers such
las Vittorio Alfieri and Giuseppe _ Gius't'i, and the ·popular
Tuscan "stornelli," two major modem · Italian .poets ha\i"e
preduced examples of remarkably quin\essential stateihents,
.
albeit not on one line.
1
The Nobel Prize winner, Salvatore Quasimodo, wrote the
-well-known, ''Ed e subito sei·a'. ' (tr. And in no Time it's
·Ev
· ening,*)
Ognuno sta solo sul cuor della terra
trafitto da un raggio di sole:
:
ed e Sllbito sera.
(tr. E!ach one stands alone on the heart of the earth pierced
through,.by a ray of sunlight: and in no time it's eveni.�g,*) ·
No less famous, and briefer is .Giuseppe 'Ungaretti's
i'M)attina" (tr. Morning*):
M'illumino
d'immenso
(tr. I am filled with light of immensity.*)
r
t- (The texts and translations are from the Perguin Book of
Italian Verse, George R. Kay, ed., 1958)
In today's idiom, a suggesteg variant of the _second trans,
·
1-•lation might read:
,..
This all
Louis
J. Calafiura
i
turns me on.

·I
1

portunities Grant Program, so that
1
B1,ITA GAMMA SIGMA
the total I amount of financial
award a student might receive
Elected StU(j.ents - Nov. 1973
from federal and 1Sftate sources·
Upper Seniors
will not exceed the cost of his
D�vidso�, Chester
educational expenses.
,
"The problems in financing a Dietz, Frederick J.
student's higher education a1,e Firester, Ma,r k A.
enormous for everydne concern�d: Burst, Gustie M.
students and their families, the Ibarguengoitia, Fernando
State, and the educational institu- . Keown, John P.
tions thems\)lves," Mr. Costigan Kjng, WiUiam J.
· said. "In order that all qualified' Klein, William
students have equal access to Lynch, Christopher
hlghe1l education and a real choice Manella, Raphael
in determin4J.g how and whert ' Ge\)vice, Anthony
their own education will be pur• 1\1:iller, Jerry L.
sued, a !combination of improveLower Seniors
ments in cu-rrent . pxograms is
necessary. The . Select . Committee Perrigo, David W.
on Higher Educa�ion, in detel'I)1.in- Rand, Harvey K ,
ing its priorities, chose to focus Reilly, Paul V.
on effective innovation in the Rossi,Randolph A.
grant program first. In the future Samstein, Jordan
we hope to' vitalize V)"ork-study · Schochet, Stuart K.
programs, and to increase the', Small, Howard
accessibility of a more effective ¥?1;ris, Craig
Joan progra�. With reasonable) Zuckerman, David
contributions from students and Connery, Joanne
their families where possible, we · Ferrentino, Gary
hope to meet our goal of equal · Gottfried, D.avid E.
access' for all students to higher Hui, Pui-Kuen
education."
Itzlowitz, Wayne

'

. ·,

12�P.M.-1 P.M.
6:30 P.M.

I

Alfr<;d Charasz

The Evening S�ss·ion .
Drama Society

WORBSBOP•

...�

"' - BETA GAMMA SlGMA
Students Elected - Nov. 1973
Graduate School Students
Bresailer, Paul
Belkin, Lew
Burkert, Eric G.
Grossfield, Rena E.
Ma.lien, Nicholas J., Jr.
Manela, Boruch S.
Presser, Daniel
Sood, Unmesh C.
Switkit, David J.
Ziskin, Bruce A.

.

·i,.

.,

(Day Session Students)
(1Evening Sessio� Students)

AND YOU WANT TO VOTE ON '
THE PROPOSED BARUCH COLLEGE
REFERENDUM, YOU.MAY VOTE AT TH.E
FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:
12 P.M.-l P.M. In The Lobbies of the 23rd And
24th Street Buildings
(DAY STUDENTS)

(scene work, theater games, exercisesl
,..

STUDENTS ELECTED BY
BETA GAMMA SIGMA
Dec. 1973
Upper Juni'ors
Diament, Morris D-.
Poplow, Ha1,vey J.
Priolo, Mary N.
Sattler, Robert
Stoller, Howard S.
Wilchfort, Kenneth J.
Bagley, Ronalq

Ir YOU DO NOT HAVE A CLASS
WEDNESDAY., DECEMBER �9 FROM:

1mt11rrl ®f iuib

The days spin
On the weaver's wheel of life,
The fabric, stretches
Till the thread is gone,
Leaving the color, gi.·ain and texture
Remembered for the quality
Of style it added
To the human scheme 'of things ...
·

Jaeger, Arthur
Korn, Manny R.
Lebensfeld, Alan M.
Morris, Edwin B.
Paszkowska, Margaret H,

I

6:-20 P.M. - 7:20 P.M. Same �ocations
.

(EVENING STUDENTS)

Every Monday Evening
9 to 11 o'clock

..

Check· in room 411 S.C. lor exact room location

·Graduate Students Will Be Given The
Opportunity To Vote At Registration

Monday, December 17, 1973

'.!'HE REPORTER
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Analysis

A Young Vievv
Of. Washington·..

Mauri-�e-

Ron �endr��J"l

WASHINGTON- In the last two decades, the number of
cases on the Supreme Court docket has very nearly tripl�q.
And in the last four years, the number· of cases in federal' dis
trict courts has increased by more than 10,000 per year, to a
total of 143,216 last year.

The problem of the crowded
court dockets is not new, but, at
least in the eyes of some experts,
it is on the verge of becoming par
ticularly acute. These experts point
to the explosive rate of growth in
court business in the last two-to
five years, and to' indications that
the rate will continue to rise for
the foreseeable future.
One of those concerned is Chief
Justice Wan:en E.'Burger, who last
year established a blue ribbon
Study Group on the Caseload of
the Supreme Court. The group was
chaired by Professor f'aul A.
Freund of Harvard Law School,
and its . members all are· well
known and highly respected both
within .and without the legal com
munity. After a full year of work,
which included extensive inter
views with each of the Supreme
Court . justices, the group made
four recommendations, the most
controvel'sial of which by far was
for the establishment of a new
National Court, designed to relieve
the justices. of much of the screen
ing of cases that now,· according to
some, takes too mucb time away
from their consideration of. already
pending business.
1
Many members of the legal pro-,
fession have attacked that • pro
posal and on a variety of grounds.
One of the ;most cogent and per
suasive of 'tnem, it seems· to ine,
is· that the establishment of a se
parate reviewing authority would
both remove a measure of the Su
preme Court's control over what
cases it will hear, and likewise

diminish citizens' access to the
highest court in the land.
These and other · arguments
against the NatioI\al Cou1t pro
posal were rebutted by Pr�essor
Alexander M. Bickel, himself a
member of the Study Group.
Professor Bickel in his usual
persuasive manner argues that the
present trend of continually in
creasing business before the high
court suggests a middle course of
action should be taken now - that
a-breakdown in what he views as
the creaking machinery of justice
should not be permitt�d to happen,
nor should the machinery be allow
ed to transform itself into a ;'higli:
speed, high-volume enterprise."
Both courses, he suggests, would
mock the idea of justice,
Whether Professor Bickel's view
and the Study Group's recommend
ations will prevail is in dou�t. We
have a way, it is perhaps charac�.
teristic of human nJJ.ture, of deai'�
ing with problems only after they
become crises, o�y when large
numbers of people are adversely
affected by them. �ut we are Jor�
tunate to have a chief justice 'who'
is fa1'sighted enough to percei�e
the likely seriousness of the prob,
!em, who is not too timid to sug
gest the need for reform now, and
who is willing to seek out the
counsel of men like Professor
Bickel That combinatiorr · of at
tribut;s at the very least brings
the problem to our attention and
into our dialogue before the prob
lem forces its own attention upon
us.

Annouhc:ements

1. Graduating seniors who will
have completed 111½ credits by
end of this semester:

Graduating Senior is guaranteed
course - but not a specific sec
tion.
3. Students must ge t permission
of chairmen of departments to
enter closed sections, This can be
done only du1·ing change . of pro
gram period, February 4-8.

a) Will get evidence of this from
appropriate Curricular Guidance
Office (bring latest transcript
with you).
b) Where class that is' closed is
the only section for that course,
fee for change of program will be
All June and A�gust, 1974 grad
waived.
2. Seniors who will be graduated duates interested in the On-Cam
in AJJgust 1973 - must have be pus Recruiting Program must go
. tween 102½ and 111 ½ credits by to tl:i.e Office of Career Counseling
and Placement (257 Park Avenue
end of semester:
a) If course is' ordinarily given South; Room 214) immediately and
sign
up for the program.
in Summer Semester, class does
In addition, there will be an
not have to be opened.
b) If class is not given in Sum- . orientation meeting December 20,
mer, than rules for graduating 1973 in Room· 4 North, (Main.
Bldg.) at 12:00 Noon,
seniors pertain.

'74 Grads

Tutorin·g AvaHable
ALL SUBJECTS
Apply Room 411
Student Center
• �;I I _1

,;;.;!

.... �-��.i;::; .,.,.
.. ....!··· t

'

Ben.e*.itz·
·.iJ,.;,

., I�

.._\{'I'

(For the Natibnal Center for the Study of .Collecti'V�
Bargaining 'in Higher 'Education and the· Baruc
, h College
Administration J ·•c•-

!l,1

·vs.··
Aaron

· Leven.stein
r- ..

in a··

on

The Tenure Quota
and

Why -Faculty Are
Being Fired

Wednesday, December 19
,,

fljo.m 11 A�M. t� "1 P.M�
� \
I
ll

1,

-�1 :,. '

. Spo'flsdred Hy '

Sigma Alp�_a Delta Chapter

I

IFor the Professj:on�l,'St-alf Cong.ress, the Union of
CUNY-Fa.�ulty 9nd.StaffJ

[r.
Li

'.\

t1J' i

�\1\'

at.
.

,

\

.

"O,UR�-- PLACE"

(B,aryfh's C�ffe� Hous,e)
3rd floor, 23rd Street Building
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Editorial

A Num�er .of 1/,ings
Brad Ferg_uson
On the first page and in the Letters column you will find
anot�er �tory on the situation existing around Bresident Clyde
J. Wmgfi_eld's supposed role in the resignation of Dr. Seymour
Kwerel as Ombudsman.
Last week in these pages, we ran a page one ·story fo the
effect that Dr. Kwerel had been fired by the President from
the omb11dsmanship. That story was, accprding to both the
President �-d Dr. Kwerel, quite wrong; the President's
thoughts on the matter can be read in the two places already
mentioned.
Last week's headline, "Wingfield Fires Kwerel As Om
budsman," has been termed by the President in his letter of
Decemb€r, 12 a "fabrication" - implicit in that word is that
this paper simply made up the whole thing for the sake of a
little muck to rake.
We reject that notion out of hand; at best, the idea is
most unworthy of its possessors. We had a beat {the unini
tiated would call it a "scoop" or somesuch) on what we con
sidered dynamite material - and that kind of mate�ial has
been rather plentiful at Baruch College in the past few months.
The simplest (and probably safest) thing to do this week
would be to run the President's letter, what he said in the
talk he and we had last Tuesday, apologize in this space to all
concerned, and let it go at that.
,
But in the past week we have heard other reports on the
Kwerel matter with regard to promotions and resignations and
promises. All of these appear in the page bne Wingfield story.
If we ignored such reports, we would be guilty of "turtleism"
- withdrawing into a shell of apology and even fear that
would do nothing but emasculate this paper.
So we print up what we've heard. And in any case, we
print only the believable; last week's subject matter on the.
O�budsman, given the atmosphere at Baruch College, cer
tamly was that.
As for the rest of the material in last week's page one
headliner, interesti,ngly enough, all we've heard on that score
is either "innuendo" or "how the hell did you know?" No one
has even -attempted to say "fabrication."
But the subject matter of this segment is the Kwerel
story. For any inaccuracies and/or misemphasies, we apologize
to the President and 'to Dr. Kwerel and we trust that what's
here in Reporter this week will put the matter to rest - until.
the next time.

*

We were scheduled to have a synopsis of the Governance
Proposal in. 1th is issue but, because of a number of factors, that
synopsis never saw the light of day.
Full copies of the main body of the Governance document
are available throughout the College and it's highly recom
mended by us that you read it and decide how you're going
to vote.
We as a member of the Governance Committee had a great
deal to do with the writing of the proposed Charter, most
especially the section dealing with student government. Gov
ernance has a great deal of promise in it; new avenues are
created for students to have their say in faculty and Adminis
tration affairs dealing with students.
Those lines of communication, if put into effect by the
students, the faculty and the Board of Higher E'ducation (who
must, at the end, okay the whole thing) will always remain
fragile; they must be nourished and protected by the parties
concerned.
(Continued on ·Page 6)

Leiter From
The President
December 12, 1973

Monday, .December 17, 1973

· On-Campus Recruit N�w

(Continued from Page 1)
Wednesday, Februa;ry 13
Texaco, Inc.
Reuben H. Donnelly
F. Schumacher and Company
Gertz Department Store
Main LaFrentz and Company, CPA
U.S. General Accounting Office
Friday, February 15
R.C.A. Corporation
Cone Mills Marketing
Haskins and Sells, CPA
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company
Tuesday, February 19
Metropolitan Life Insurance
General Development
Northwest Mutual Life- Insurance - Gilberg Associates
Richard A. Eisner,, CPA
Oppenli.eim, Appel, Dixon and Company, CPA
Fred Landau, CPA
S. D. Leidesdorf, CPA
Wednesday, February 20
Texfi Inc
Banke;s Tmst Company
United Merchants & Manufacturers
David Berdon, CPA
J. K . Lasser, CPA
S. D. Leidsdorf, CPA
Friday, February 22
Matt Jaffe Associates, Ltd.
U. S. General Services Administration
I.B.M. Corporation
Peat, Marwick, ·Mitchell and Company, C.P.A.
Monday,
February 25
By Bonuie Levine
Burroughs Corporation
Separation o.f e _cological truth
Burroughs Wellcome
from ecological muddle is the goal
Arthur Anderson, CPA
of a new book, entitled ECOLOG
Eisner
& Lubin, CPA
ICAL FANTASIES. It is describ
ed as "a defense of innovati'on, Tuesday, February 26
Blue ·Cross
science and ratibnal approaches to
Xerox Corporation
environmental problems".
Arthur Andersen, CPA
Some of the more· persistent en
Alexander Grant and Company, CPA
vironmental myths a.re: the air in
our cities is killing us; Lake.. Erie Wednesday, February 27 ·
'
Allied Chemical
is dead or at least dying from
M. Lowenstein & Sons
eutrophication; detergents are ecol- ·
Holly.
Stores
ogically disastrous; l;)DT, 2, 4, 5-T
Eisner & Lubin, CPA
and PCB's are contaminating na
Coopers and Lybrand, CPA
ture; radiation and thermal pollu
Hurdman & Cranstoun,- Penney and Company, CPA :n
tion are destroying vast amounts
of life; oil spills are permanently Friday, March 1
Anchin, Block & Anchin, CPA
killing ocean life et cetera, states
auth9r Cy A. Adler. "I do not.ac Monday, Mar"h 4
' New York State Insurance
cept all of these myths, and hope
First National City Bank
to dispel them."
Oppenheim, Ap,pel, Dixon and Company, CPA
The author does not discount all
fears about the environment. Pol Tuesday, March 5
Electronic · Data System
lution is real, vanishing resources
Commercial Union Assurance Company
are real. B�t instead of blaming
Arthur Young and Company, CPA
science and technology for wha\
J. H. Cohn· and Company, CPA
has gone wrnng, he reminds 1.1s of
how greatly they have improved Wednesday, March 6
I.B.M. Corporation
the quality of our lives. "Without
National Association of Securities Dealers
modern technology the world
Saks Fifth Avenue
would be half,starved, diseased, and
lightly populated, as it was before Monday, MaJ:ch 11
Mobil Oil Corporation
the industrial revolution, and the
S. S. Kresge Company
quantity of air and water pollu- .
U.S. Internal Revenue Service
tion much less than it is now". If
we decide to decrease pollution, Tuesday, March 12
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company
science itself holds the answers.
Philip Morris
"The technology exists for control
Johnson Atwater ::ind Company, CPA.
ling air and water pollution."
Clarence Rainess, ·CPA
Whatever lies ahead in the fu
Ernst· �nd Ernst, CPA
ture; the author cautions us not to
succumb to fantasies. Fear of Wednesday, March 13
Alexander's Inc.
many environmental dangers is no
Peter S. Hearst & Associates, Inc. - General Agency of Northwest
more justified.than fear "of being
Mutual Life
strul!k dead by watermelons in
Bloomingdale's
advertently dropped from passing
airplanes." Mr. Adler's conclusions ·Friday, March 15
Firestone Tire & Rubber
seem fair enough. Let us gathei·
Chubb a:nd Sons
as much evidence as we can on the
Druckman and Hill, CPA
problems that confront the world
Monday, March 18
we inhabit.
Macy's
An environmental consultant,
Mr. Adler has taught mathematics, Tuesday, March 19
Abraham & Straus
oceanography, and ecology at the
Loeb and Troper, CPA
City College of New York, the
State University, Long Island Uni Wednesday, March 20
U.S. Federal Communications Commission
versity, and the New School for
Social Research. He has also wxit Monday, March 25
Blue
Shield
ten extensively.
ECOLOGICAL FANTA-SIES is Wednesday, March 27
Market Facts
reco=ended for all those inter
ested in a subject so relevant to Tuesday, April 2
Stern's
all of us, and should be a welcome
Bamberger's
treat for those who have read
books dealing with environmental Th�sday, April 4
Zayre
problems since Mr. Adler's stand
point challenges that of some en Friday, April 5
Navy Resale System
vironmentalists and, in doing so,
Social Secmity Administration
adds food for thought and spice.
Mr. Brad Ferguson, Editor
Reporter
Bamch College
Dear Bra.d:
Your headline of December 10,
"Wingfield Fires Kwerel as· Om
budsman," . .i.s a complete fabrica
tion. Not only have I not fired
Ombudsman Kwerel - the Presi
dent does not have that authority.
The Ombudsma.J! is appointed' by
the BC(::C and may be removed by
the BCCC, not the President.
· But as a matter of record, you
should know that I urged Profes
sor Kwerel to continue €o make his
services available as Ombudsman.
He has, for his own reasons, seen
fit to decline the opportunity for
further service in .the ombudsman
role.
I believe you will agree that re
sponsible journ.alism dictates a
correction of the headline in as
dramatic a form 'as initially re
ported.
Sincerely,
Clyde J. Wingfield
Presid�nt
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"� ·don't care if it's Christmas Eve, Roy,'' said the
President of Baruch Co1lege over the phone. "Ah want
every third maintenance man fired today with no notice
and tell Dorothy Conover she has to work fifteen hours
tomo1ToW. . . . What's that? . . . Ah told you Ah don't
ca.re, she'll just have to bring the damn tree and the kids
into work with her. You tel) her that. . . . Ah don't care
if you're out of antihistamine spray. . . . You bet your
sweet tush it's at my pleasure. Goodbye." He hunched
forward again.
"As you were saying, Ron?" the President asked.
"Wen, Dr. Wingfield," Ron Bruse answered, "I was
hoping that I could have tomorrow off. Roy 1Senour said
that he couldn't make that important a decision and I had
to ask you. You see, it's Christmas and ev_erything -"
"Oh.ristmas? Bah!"
"- and I have 33 comp days coming. It says so in Ticker:
So can I have tomorrow off?"
"Why? Just to celebrate Christmas? Nonsense! Gounter,
productive! How are we gonna get _ m e rwming _an Ivy
.
'League college with trees and birds mstead of this slum
. by 1975 if everybody keeps taking days off to celebrate
crap like Christmas? Hot dang, Bruse, you know what?
Ah don't think you're one of the team! You're not on
board!
"You take tomorrow off and blame your cat or some
thing and Ah'll have the cops at your house. That's all."
Ro� Bruse rose to leave, mumbling something about
the whole human condition.
The President then turned his attention t.o the scrawled
upon scratch paper on his desk. "Now, if on �rnsday Ar.
can up the Times and tel) 'em Ah have ::i rel�able _sJurce
that 'says Atlantic Terminal is built over a gigi:1.11.t1c �ub
terranean cavern and the roof of it can't take the weight
of a new campus with an air platform ..."
The planning and the plotting went on all that afternoon
and far into the night.
The bells of the Metropolitan Life Tower tolled .the hour
of midnight. Throughout the megalopolis that is N_ew �ork,
churches and a few far-out synagogues rank their chimes
in jubilation, now that Christmas had come. ,
.
The office of the President of Baruch College was lit

"I have come to ten you that unless you mend your
ways, your soul will be lost to the forces of Darkness! You
will be bound to Earth for all eternity and will be forced
to haunt things like Sabrett carts and Ala.din's! You will
be weighed down with chains of lead and paper, which I
could get for you cheap, and you will suffer as I suffer!
I come to wain you!"
"Wain me of what?"
"Tonight, Clyde Wingfield, the Celestial Committee on
Angelic Standing descends to Ea.1th to try those accused
of inhumanity and related crimes. However, in this year
of Watergate, which is costing the Senate $1.5 million to
investigate, they're working ove1time, which is maybe $3.87
an hour :ger worker plus free dinner - anyway, the Committee is sending three of its delegated representatives to
process you."
"Huh? Who? What?"
''That's 1ight, you've got it. The first will anive here
when the Tower strikes _one. There will be two more; each
will anive upon the hour.You will meet them. If you don't,
your soul will be doomed and that's too nice."
"But Ah don't have to put up with this! Let me call up
some people of mine and get them in here - say, have you
ever met Maurice Benewitz ?"
"000000'111111! I say again - you be here or I'll make
sure you wind up at the University of Bombay Taxidermy
Depa.1tment checking their mailing list!"
"Okay, okay, Ah'll be here, waiting."
"Fine - you might be saved yet. Do not fall into- my
trap, Clyde Wingfield; yow may yet be saved from ruin but if perchance you should wind up haunting, you'll need
those chains, remember? Look me up." And with that, the
ghost of Baruch faded into mist, leaving no trace save a
wind .that rushed through the President's office.
The Metropolitan Life Tower struck the hour of one.
Another wind rushed through. the office. President Wing
field stood clutching a letter opener as a ball of pure force
appeared, shining brightly, almost blinding him.
"We are the ghost of Christmas Past," said the globe.
"We talked to Bernie a couple of minutes ago - approach
us!"
.,
"Nope, " said President Wingfield.
· only by the glow of a small Timsor lamp. S:ill . hun':11ed
"It matters not. We shall tell the Committee to stoke the
over the desk, abso'l.'bed in his thought, was President Wing.
fire and that you'll be along to get condemned for eternity
fie
soon."
�ere was a faint rattle from the waiting room of· the
"Wait a minute,'' said the President. "Ah'll come. But
President's office. It went unheard. Wingfield schemed on. where are we going?"
Now there was a loud rattle and a low moan.
There was no answer. Tl_iey simply went.
The President looked "Up. "That you, Roy?"
"This Clyde Wingfield, is a Christmas Day in the early
Another rattle and a moan.
1930s. Look around you. Recognize any of these people?"
"Well the man in the hood looks like Uncle Amos, but
"Who you with, Roy?"
other than him, Ah don't - "
And then, all of a sudden; a Thing moved �hro�gh the
"No Clyde Wingfield. Those children playing over there,
office door. It stool there, ephemeral and_ smoking like d7-y
'
tieing that little boy. to a _tree !nd getting the mudpies
ice. Seaweed, pigeon droppings and _cha.ms hung. from
ready, Do you recogmze anyone?
"Who're you, the lox and Hershey bar Ah had for lunch ·,
"The kid being tied up looks frunili,ar, all right. In fact;
the President cried, standing up. "Lemme get a better look
this whole place looks familiar."
at you!"
e)'.es,
phantom
_Its
desk.
"It
should, Clyde Wingfield. This is your home town and
It moved closer to the President's
you are about five years old }n this era. Listen to yourself
set in a decayed face, stared ahead, unseemg· and yet seemg
as yoti once were!"
all
"But wait a minute - can't anyone see us?"
,;Who the -hell are YJ)U?" asked President Wingfield.
moaned,
and
back
"We cannot be seen or heru·d. We are as phantoms.''
head
its
reared
Thing
the
In answer'
"Does that mean Ah can walk through walls and stuff?"
"Oooooiiii!_" And again, louder, "QOOOOIIIII! !_!"?,,
"Inelevant, Clyde Wingfield, There ru·e no walls here,
"I didn't catch that. What was that name agam ·
yet.
''
"Usurper! Vandal!"
"But -"
"Oh, yes, Mr.Vandal! We· met;at the Conference Center ,
;,Never mind," said the globe. "Harken to your younger
didn't we?"
sel'f.''
"My name is not"Vandal! Do you not know me? Or per
The boy tied to the tree was yelling, "IF THERE WERE
"
time.
the
at
town
in
haps you weren't
RULES AND PROCEDURES, YOU COULDN'T DO
"You do look familiar ..."
THINGS LIKE THIS! WHEN AH GROW UP AH'M GON
The Thing seized its chains in its left hand and swung
NA MAKE UP A WHOLE ,BUNCH OF RULES AND
them around its head. "I say to you that you must know
year,
Every
STUFF SO THAT PEOPLE CAN'T -" He was cut off
though.
Centers,
·
Conference
of
not
know
I
me
by a mudpie.
I haunt the Bernard M. Baruch School of Business and
"Yu�h. Right in the mouth,'' said the globe. "Have you
Public Administration ..." ,
.
.
seen enough, Clyde Wingfield?"
"You're a. bit behind the times," the P7·esident ?�;id help
"Ah think so. By the way, isn't that a '31 Ford coming
fully. "By the way, do you have an appomtment ·
down· the street?"
"...you're interrupting me. Every year, I hau�t the pl�ce
ahve
"Irrelevant, Clyde Wingfield. We return to your day.''
Christmas
of
spirit
the
to see if anybody isn't keeping
The President was back in his office and the globe was
by shopping and spending money like crazy, And ':'hat do
gone. No trace of its presence was left.
I find? The head of this joint working, not SI_>8nding �Y
mil
"Jeez-sus," murmured the President. He went to the
runeteen
money at all! And to think I left this place
phone, mumbling, "Now· 1et's see, what was that dang
lion dollars when I died!"
number again?"
The President was staitled. "Nineteen million? Hey, are
Then he remembered. "Oh, yeah. 911." He dialed. "Hello,
you really ..."
1
I
there. This the police? Ah don't want to give my name,
Ba1:1ch.
.
M
Ber.nard
of
"Yea, verily! I am the spirit
.
they
but
Ah have a complaint ... Yes, it's an emergency, Ah
if
which
silver,
of
chains
these
with
eaithbound
stay
don't want to dial the precinct ... well, you see, a thing
were real I could get maybe $2.50 an ounce for and they're
that
looked like a big, huge, glowing gorilla ball came into
How
School.
the
pretty heavy, too, and I keep watch over
my office about an hour ago and took me· to my hometown
is old CCNY anyway?"
,
.
.
as it was fo1ty years ago ... No, Ah have not been smok
"As Ah said before and would w;isl-t to reiterate, y<m re
ing ... Yeah, goodbye, Merry Ch1istmas.''
a bit behind the times ..."
The President hung up, "Damn stupid cops."
IIIII!"
OOOOOI�I
!
"As ru·e you, Clyde Wingfield
The Metropolitan Life Tower struck the hour of two.
"Huh? But what ru·e you after? � thmk you owe .me
"You!" a voice boomed from outside the office. "Where
an explanation, not having an appomtment or a.i1:7t�g.
·
are
you?"
have
secretanes
Ah
why
for
this
Ah mean, it's things like
The President made no answer.
and Deans like Bill Monat."

!:;
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"I know where you are, you &@*)!ii!" The door burst
from its hinges and fell with fa. thump to the floor. "Trying
to hide, huh? Man, your father must have been someth'ing
else!"
"Huh? Daddy?"
"Yeah, you &ii*) !?<;ii&! I am the ghost of Christmas
Present! And that doesn't mean you're getting any treats,
Clippity! We're gonna take a little look at the world!"
"Look, ghost, Ah would like to get home tonight and
celebrate with Billye and the kids - "
"No! No! NO! You and I, you #&ii*)&!?<;ii@, are going
to take a look at the realities! Your father-generated fan
tasies a1'e no good anymore!"
"Look!" aid the President. "Ah just about had enough
of this! Nobody ip.akes an appointment anymore, nobody
calls Terry to tell lier they're coming over and Ah wouldn't
have seen you anyway, Ah don't hear nothing a�tall about
this from Maypo, and now Ah'm supposed to go with a
bearded maniac like you to God-knows-where to see the
world! Now unless we go to Harvard or P1inceton or maybe
even Columbia, Ah just ain't interested!"
"You're going whether you like it or not, you#*)&!?<;@!"
And with that last @, they vanished.
"Where are we now, danimit?" said President Wingfield.
"Hey, lookit that broad down there,'' said' the ghost of
Ch1istmas Present. "Now I ten you, I saw this girl on the
subway last week that - "
"Just tell me what we're doing fifteen feet in the air? "
!'-they wobbled and ,bobbed like #*)&!ii?&<;@ jellyfish!
By the way, did you know that all the Jewish gl'oups on
campus are Nazis? Bunch of #*)&!ii?&<;@.''
"Huh?" asked the President.
"Oh, yeah - we're going to see son,ie of your people
celebrate Christmas.''
They flew to the Student Center, again pbantomized so
that no one could see or hear them. They alighted in the
lobby,
"Who's that woman in the booth?" asked the President.
"Oh, you mean the bluebird box? Near the gorill11- balls?
That's Dorothy Conover - you told tr.at #*)&!ii?&<;@
Dean that she had to work fifteen boui-s today. See, she
brought her Christmas tree in and she's cooking her turkey
on a spit in the Stugent Government office. See what you
, did? Hey, look at that chick coming out of the elevator.''
"But why bring me to the Student Center? Ah'll admit
Ah haven't seen it recently, but - "
"We're going ,up to the fourth floor, you #*)&!ii?&<;@ !
The Student Activities' Office."
They went straight up through the lobby ceiling; since
they were phantoms, no elevator was needed. They passed
straight through the Marble Lounge and the CFD office,
where the ghost of Ch1istmas Present breathed deeply.
Then they stopped on the fomth floor, in the- reception area
of the Student Activities Office.
"Why -ru·e we here, spilit?" asked the President.
"Because you're going to see bow you made Ron Bruse
1
spend his Christmas, you #*)&!ii?&<;@! Administrative
mind! #*)&!ii?&<;@!"
They could both heru· Ron on the phone. "Yes, Joyce .._.
No. Joyce .. . That's right, Joyce .. . 'Look, Joyce .. .Don't
you think it's time you told me? . . . Huh? ... Repeat that,
Joyco . . .''
"Who's he talking to?'' asked the President.
"Somebody named Joyce, you #*)&!ii?&�@!"
"Look, Ah really wish you would stop · calling me that.
It's not ve1-y productive and sets in the way of human
relationships.''
"HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS?!? WHY, YOU #*)&�'ii?&
@<;#"*)&!ii?&!"
"Gee, Ah sure am glad nobody can hear us,'' said President Wingfield.
Ron had by now hung up the phone."Where is Ala.din's? "
he muttered.1 "I called 'em an hour ago for one lousy
cheeseburger - "
He bent towru·d the door. "Travene? Have you seen
Ala.din's?"
"No, Ron. I haven't seen them. Did anybody else see
Ala.din's?"
"Who?" came another voice.
"Ala.din's.,You know. Ron was �sking about it and
thought maybe you had seen Ala.din's."
"No, I didn't see them."
"Well, I'll ask Donna. Donna, did- you see Ala.din's?"
"Who, Ala.din's?"
"Yes."
"No,, I haven't seen Ala.din's. Did you order something
from Ala.din's?"
"No, I didn't. Ron did. I'll ask Ron. Ron, did you order
anything for Dohna from Ala.din's?"
· Ron Bruse softly closed his door, His intercom buzzer
.went off..
"Look, Travene, I don't really care about Ala.din's any1nore.''
"Oh, that's a shame. He just came. Should I tell him he
made a mistake?"
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"No, no. Send him in."
_. The Aladin's deli\\�ll:5'.�Pfp c?-,me in saying, "Mer' Christ
• mas, mon. You sign?"
"Yeah," Ron scraw!Eid RON\'B. on the check and the
Aladin's m� left.
"Now, let's see/' said Ro'n. "There's the cheeseburger and
: there's the black coffee. and: there's the vanilla ice cream
\ and the godawful fr�nch fries ,and :WHERE THE HELL'S
iTHE SirLVERWARE?\i. Goddnlmit - TRAVEN'E!"
•.
"Yes, Ron?" ' ·
,,
1•
i "Do you have any plastic knives or forks? Aladin's forgot
r 'em again.''
"No, Ron, I don't. Maybe Donna has some - '.'
,,
"Forget it! I'll use a letter opener or something. Ron
l looked at the chee,;eburger. "Yueh."
"Kinda looks like one of those mudpies," said President
Wingfield.
"Ah. A return to childhood on your pru:t," said the ghost
,of Christmas Present. "Very interesting."
·
: The President felt somt'lwhat uncomfortable.
Ron Bruse's phone r�ng. Travene answered it from out
!side. "Ron? It's Marcia on five-seven."
l "Okay." He lifted the receiver. ''Hello, Marcia ... What's
,all that ·noise?... Yes, you're playing the Elton John
irecord again, I know ... What's that? You're having a
·party? Do ·th&y let you do that in Stuyvesant To-wn?...
Oh. You've got Betsy and Jim aii.d half of the New York,
_Jets and they're what? Diving out tlie window and coming
jback up a.J1d doing it again while you're trying to process
lthem?... But they keep j-qmping anyway?... Oh, I can't
ileave here. I have to wo1·k tod,q,y, PRIDE is having their
!Christmas Day Domino Tournament and I have to cover
jthe Center ...· Yeah, Wronsky got the day off ... Look, I'll
!be over later ... Save me a drink ... Right. 'Bye."
' Ron then read his latest memo from the Dean of Stu�ents:
,,
\ TO: Ron. B;use
I FROrM: Roy R. Senour, Jr.
· SUBJECT: Expediting Repairs and Maintenance
DATE: December 24, 1973
Dear Ron:
It has been brought to my attention that the physical
plant of the Student Center is midergoing some deteriora
ion due to graffiti written on the walls. Most of this graf
fiti is obscene in nature and has to do mostly with me.
Naturally, as Dean of•·Stmdents, I think we should put
a stop to all this. Therefore I have set up ;for you several
meetings with Mr. Wronsky and Mr. DaCunzo on the idea
of renting or hiring wallpaperers from a professional ser
vice to redecorate the halls in "instant graffiti "-wallpaper
that is already covered with- printed, attractive, clean slo
gans ihat will be an inspiration to our students.
Your job will be to help select the motif used in t!\.e
wallpaper. The idea should be to get- a wallpaper that fits
in with our theme of being a service-oriented department
a.Jld at the same time should be so crowded with these
slogans that there will be no room to write things about me
that are either untrue or physically impossible to perform.
· Perhaps if we exert our leadership role, w� can teach'
these students how to live better.
Sincerely,
Roy R.. Senour, Jr.
Dean of Students
cc: Dean Irving 'Greger
M1;_ Wronsky
Mr. DaCunzo
Mr. James A. Johnson, Jr.
"Lookit that dumb memo. Oh, Senour, you @<;*)&!ii?&#!
I'm gonna - " shouted the ghost of Christmas Present.
"Why have you brought me here to look at this, spirit?"
�sked the President.
.1 "Because, you @<;*) &!ii?&#, I Wa.Jlt you to see what the
administrative processes do to a person! And besides; you
haven't been to the Center in months!''
. "Ah can't stand it! Get me back to my office! Please!"
"You ·have had enough?"
"Yes! Enough!"

Editorial. • •

"Then we will go back.''
It was nighttime again and the President was back .in
his office. Shaken, weary, he sat down heavily. He stared
ahead of him toward a spot on the wall. It seemed to move
and whirl in the darkness.
President Wingfield picked up ,the phone again. "T11is
time Ah wrote it down. 911." He dialed.
"Hello, police? This is that anonymous. person again you
lumg up on an hour ago ... Ah want to report th'at ii,onie
maniac with a beard, a crazy man, took me and- Wt) flew
to 22nd Street and he made me go thro-qgh four sets of
ceilings with hin1_ and we watch� som;·gtly eat a ·cheese
burger and read a memo ... ·No, Ah'm not drinking: and
Ah'm not crazy. You have to believe me ... Same to you,
white trash!" He hung up.
The Metropolitan Life Tower stiuck the hour of three.
The spot on the opposite wall of the President's office
lit up; from it swirled colo�·s and shapes too indistinct to
define'.· Colors he had never seen before and shapes he could
not comprehend 1ushed to him and collided with him, en
compassing him. They roared and gathered and expanded
around his body and in his mind.
A clap of thunder reverberated around the office. Sparks
like St. Elmo's Fire lit the office ,as bright as day. Light
ing flashed red and green and blue.
"I ain the gpost of Christmas Future,'' a deep, echoing
voice said menancingly. "You will come 'with me-, Clyde
Wingfield."
"You sure do put on the best show,'' said the President.
"But in the book, you're the only one that's not supposed
·
to talk."
'
·
"Your jocularity will not save you, Clyde Wingfield. It
is time to meet your fate. Come.''
A flash brilliant as the Sun swept the office. When it
faded, the office was empty.
All around the President were stars a.Jld the eternal
blackness of space. "Where the hell are we this time,
·
spirit?" asked the President nervously.
.
"We are_ heading for the center of space-tim�, Clyde
Wingfield. Penetration into the future is not easy, even for
such as I; we must go to the Source and use Its pow
, er."
President Wingfield a.J1d the ghost of Christmas Future
wei·e speeding through the Universe, swallowing stars .-as
if they were gnats. Far, far ahead, the President .could
make out a slowly-brightening Thing - a· fog, no more
than that,,blue-white· in color.
"That, Clyde Wingfield, is the Source!" They sped faster.
"You know, spirit, Ah could do without all this, really.
Can't I just go home?"
"We will wind up there eventually, Clyde Wingfield."
And then they were in the Source.
Hydrogen explosions of gold and' ,;;ilver and_ bright metal
lic blue, unceasing, as if the process had been going on for
eons and could continue to persist. Fiery streaks of red
and orange, speeding their- way from mushroom to mush.
room to bright mini-star accompa!lied by the sheer screain
of power unleashed,
And, in the midst of it all, small white figures in the
form of men, speeding their way about. The vista was
endless, as if two mirrors were set at either end, th-eir
images rebounding to infinity.
"This is one helluva place, spirit. When do we go through
to the future?" asked the President.
I
"When I have drawn the Power, Clyde Wingfield. I am
calling now." There was silence for a moment.
Then, as if on signal, all the centers of force in the
Source sent blinding streaks of pure energy at J;he Presi
dent a.Jld the spirit. Before he realized :what was going on,
President Wingfield felt himself falling through the gulfs
of time a.Jld space.
"Where and when are we, spirit?" asked the President.
"This is - desolation."
"T1ue,'' �swered the spirit. "This is New York City as
it might be soon. The Population Wars began a week ago;
already, both sides have slaughtered their billions and the
Wars will continue automatically. Though man has died,
his mach-ines continue. You are protected by me from the
germs in tl;ie atmosphere."
The smashed, burned ruins of New- York stretched be
fore the two. Off in the distance, a mushroom cloud per
sisted in. the air, slowly spread by the winds. No living
being brollje the silence of the gales.
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(Continued from Page 4)

· j
With that in mi�d, after much soul-searching and with
these new' responsibilities for students set, we support Gov
e'rn.ance and hope that it fulfills its promise to all of the Col
Ifge community. Wy f�e�, 1 �;1 any case, that you can count
:
_
Jteporter in as on� 9fr,,t�e _;;totectors.. We �mcerely hope th?.;t
qovernance works; t'here}s no easo why 1t ought not.
:
�

Baruch does have a s6�i�riife. Believe it or not. Last Fri!
4ay, after having put together most of this iss�e, ":e went to
�ay Session' s Committee �o F�ment De�ocracy s third a�ual
W.eer Blast. Never did a thmg hve up to its name so effectively.
7
A thousand people - even some Evening students, of_ all
;Lings _ atteJlde<l ,lt•'can be safely �aid that an excellent tune
�s had by all; it gives hope that_ Just maybe the sc�ool �n
pull out of its four-year-long period of doldrums, g1v�n. the
right vehicle, and that it shouldn't take some _sort of cr1S1s to

4o so.
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"Does this mean Ah should sell my stocks?" asked the
President.
"It means that this is one of many possible futures,
Clyde Wingfield. There are the future of planned destruc
tion, such as this; there are the futures of an unplanned
end, such as a planetary collision; there are also the fu
tures of. Utopia, but they are marked by the fiercest
struggle."
· "But it's' my future; is that wh.Wt you're trying to tell me,
.,r,
spirit?"
.
"I tell you no sud1 thing. To prove it, I will show you
a.J1otl1er future."
The world w;s on:ce again unin habited. ·

"This is .the normal time-plane, Clyde Wingfield. This is
Earth, if fate is allowed to proceed sanely."
The President saw a reborn New York, towers stretching
to the clouds, aircraft humming their way . overhead, the
streets filled· with casualty strolling citizens unmolested
by cars or buses. The air seemed fresh and the noise was
pleasantly muted. No radios blared, no horns honked, and
the President instinctively knew that the people of this city
feared nothing:
From his high vantage point, the President could see
nothing but cleanliness and mind-soaring architecture. The
city spread further than the New York he knew, but it was
largely interspaced with green areas and rivers and la:kes.
"This is true progress, Clyde Wingfield. The evolution of
the idea of man. Look you at' this city - it is sane. There
is no real need for a city a.Jly longer, yet its people choose
to live here because it is pleasant. They are able to avail
themselves of every convenience, yet they can shut the city
off from themselves if they so choose.
"Progress, Clyde Wingfield, is not a bigger building nor
is it the ability to make of a society - a universe-in-a
nutshell, if you will - a computerized, indexed list of the
reactions of a given person to a given situation. That is
a lesson this society before us has learned; it is one you
and your society have yet to learn.
"The only true human progress is the progression df the
ideas on mankind of mankind. If such progress is made,
then the things surrounding man will reflect that progress.
You see the results here before you; they are duplicated
on this ,a,nd other worlds now inhabited by men.
"But you cannot remain here. You must go back and
work to build this.
"And we judge you are ready to do so.
"For we are the Committee."
They disappeared from the new New York sky.

The President groaned in his sleep.·"Yes, yes ... I un
derstand ... build the society ... freedom . . . uh . . " He
awoke.
Sunlight was streaming into his office this Christmas'
Day. "My God. It's Christmas. I slept here all night." The
first thing he did was to thr<:w 1out all his memos.
Thim he thought, "Now why am I doing that? All I did
was have a dream last night. And here I am believing it.
Dumb."
The office shook like a fist. The President fell to the
floor. "OKAY! OKAY! I WAS ONLY KIDDING!"
And on that Christmas Day President Clyde J. Wing
field got on the phone to reverse several tenure · decisions,
declai-e that Morty Mintz was now Acting Dea!l of Students,
(thoughtfully providing a job for the old one as a drummer
in a Latin band), giving orders that two days a week
would be set aside so that anyone could come and see him
in his office (or he would go there to see them - he didn't
mind anymore') and that no one on the faculty ever had
to write a.J1ything anymore iJ; · they didn't Wa.Jlt to.
President Wingfield was better than his word. He pid it
all, and infinitely more; and to· Ron Brnse, who was NOT
fired, he was a second fa_ther. He became as good a friend,
as good a mas.te.r and as good a man las the good old city
knew, or any other good old city, town or borough in the
good old world. Some people laughed to see the alteration
in him; but his own heart laughed, and that was quite
enough for him.
He had no further intercourse with Spirits, ·but lived in
that respect upon the Total AbstinencePrinciple ever after
wards; and it was alway,s said of him that he !mew how to
keep Christmas well, if any man alive possessed that
knowledge, May that be truly said of us, and all of us! And
so, as Tiny Tim observed, God Bless Us, Everyone!
I

This Friday, the Baruch College Veterans' Association
puts on a huge Christmas-Chanukah party for students and
whatever kids of theirs or others they can drag along. Dante
Society is giving a bash this week to. celebrate the holidays.
There are many other organizations throwing a round of par- .
ties and get-togethers.
,
All of them are open to all students and we recommend
tliaat you take advantage; for information,
'
·
· see· .any of the
'ads in this issue.
1

*

*

;JlappiJ..
.Jlnlidmµ

*

'I , .
.
By the way, we wanted to 'cohgratulate Merrill Tribble of
Student Personnel Services for beatirig the System at its own
game. Merry Christmas, Merrill.
1

*

And, finally, seas()n' s greetings to you all. This paper _now
takes a vacation a;nd. will be out again (according to a pen
cilled-in schedule) on January 14, 1974. We feel nothb;ig but
relief . . . excepting, perhaps, a sense of accompl:j_s_hment.
.See you all next month.

.

..,.,•. ,
. >el.'
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Bookburnings Blasted
By Nat1 Educ. Assn.
Reacting to recent censor?hip of
books in schools in three states,
the president of the National Edu
cation Association has declared
that these "unreasoned attacks on
academic freedom and accompany
ing harassment of teachers are a
direct threat to the most basic
freedoms of our democratic system
of government."
Dr. Helen D. Wise asked rhe
torically, "How can we teach our
children about democracy ljlnd free
speech when we burn the books we
do not like and have teachers ar
rested for assigning unpopular
material?" She reiterated NEA's
commitment to "defend the right
of all students and teachers to en
gage in free inquiry."
Dr. Wise's response was prompt
ed specifically by recent book ban
ning and burning incidents in
Drake, N.D.; McBee, S.C.; an\f
Ridgefield, Conn.
The Drake school board has had
copies of Kurt'Vonnegut's "Slaugh
terhouse Five" burned, is investi
gating other books, and reportedly
has told the teacher who had as
signed the Vonnegut book to a
sophomore class that he will not
have a job there next year. Now
under scrutiny are James Dickey's
"Deliverance" and an antb,ology of
"Short Story Masterpieces" that
includes works by Ernest Heming
way, John Steinbeck, and William
Faulkner. Parents objected to what
they termed "obscene language" iJ;L
the books.
The Vonnegut book was also at
issue in ·South Carolina, where a
McBee teacher was arrested after
a citizen charged him with distri
bution of obscene materials to
minors. Charges were dropped
after the book was removed from
the school library. The antiwar
novel, which the teacher had as-·
signed to his class, is about a New
York optometrist who is thrown_
back in time to enduxe the World
War II bombing of Dresden, Germany, by the British.
In Connecticut, a three-year
series of censorship efforts by
various seglllents of the Ridgefield
community involved the writings of
authors ranging from Thomas Jef
ferson to Eldridge Cleaver - as
well as entire courses of study and resulted· in an in-depth an
alysis by a special panel of the
NEA's state affiliate, the Connec
ticut Education Association. Ac-

cording to the CEA report, the
most recent dispute included dis
ruption of school board meetings
by members of community groups
attacking the methods of indivi
dual teachers, reports �f anony
mo1i1s threats against at least two
teachers, and the firing of the
superintendent for refusing to take
what he called "punitive and im
proper" · actions against some
teachers,
"The NEA is not endorsing par
ticular books or courses of study," 1
Dr. Wise stressed. "The point is
that we cannot, and will not, allow
the teaching-learning process to be
warped into a showcase for pro
moting any single viewpoint.
Schools must be free to· present
and discuss all viewpoints and to
foster creative though and exchange of ideas."
"Despite lip service to this con
cept by many," she continued,
"schools have been perhaps the
most frequent target of those who
would 'protect' our _young people,
from learning, comparing, and
corning to their own conclusions.
And teachers, dedicated to widen
ing the horizons of their students,
are too often the first victims of
the hysteria, that su_rrounds most
censorship moves."
'The NEA president emphasized
that parents and citizens "certainly
have the right to present their
views on the workings of their edu
�ation system." But, she added, "it
rn:ust be recognized that students
have a basic right to free inqufry
and that decisions on which learn
ing experience will develop a stu
dent's potential are best made by
a teacher who lmows the learner
and the ·situation. Challenges of
the choice of materials or topics
must be orderly and objective ap.d
handled under procedures adopted
by teacher organizations and school
boards."
Dr. ·wise charged that "forcing
teachers to tiptoe around all con
troversial issues is not only pro
fessionally unacceptable but edu
cationally disastrous." She pointed
to the CEA report on Ridgefield
which declares that "a climate of
public attack against teachers and
teaching methods has been allow- ,
eel to developed to such an extent ·
that a pall has been cast over the
entire educational system."

By Aaron Y enowitz
Jews throughout the world will celeb;rate the festival
of Chanukah this week. This festival marks the victory pf
Judah Maccabee over the Syrian Greeks in 165 BC and the
rededication of the Temple which' had �en defiled by the
.
'enemy.
Today, more than ever, three million JEWS langu!sh
in a prison which is called Russia. There are some Jewish
groups that are fighting the same battle that the Maccabees
fought. Many Jews are opposed to these groups because
of the violent tactics which are used. These JEWS believe
instead that sending letters 'to mother Russia is the answer.
the , Syrian
The Maccabees did not win the battle against
(
Greeks by sending them petitions. They won the battle by
attacking the Syri3;n Greeks from, the hills:
..
We too will wm the battle, but not with petitions. We
must let the ;Russians know that in no uncertain terms
will we let them build cultural bridges over Jewish Blood.
The· prob'leni.s of Soviet Jewry exist every day of the
year. They can not be eradicated by a�ual demonstrations.
Young dedicated Jews must take to the streets constantly
and must relehtlessly pursue the Soviet oppressors until
the time that they release all of our people.
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Season � <;;jree1:ings to
Ron, Marcia, Joyce, Joyce, Howie, Dave, Paul, Sue, Helga, Jim, Jimmy,
Kevin, Mike, Bob, Alfred, Bonnie, Isabel, Charlie, Marianna, Bob,' Larry, Tom,
Linda, Michael, Erica, Greg, Ronnie, Vinny, Jerry, Eileen, Eddie, Louie, Desmond,
Emil, John, Freddie, Helene, Frank, Dorothy, Irene, Billy, Morty, Earl, Jane, Lor
raine, Leon, Kort, Gloria; John, Jimmy, Elisa, Elisa, Pauline, Howard, Garland,
Aaron, Debbie� Billy, Travene, Gil, Bernie, Joel, Jake, Mike, and all the rest that
won't fit
Brad

This Intersession Could Be An Exciting, Challenging

Search For Sell
$ 30

complete
.day
session
cost

Lamport l,.eaders Society's
31st Sensitivity Training

WORKSHOP
Deer Park Lodge, Cuddebaekville, New York

$45
complete
·eveoing
graduate
cost

Get,Your Application And D·eposit In Now To Reserve Your Space
Application �nd information booklet available at Student Cen"fer Lobby
Desk (workshop limited to 53 students}.

THE

DANTE SOCIETY
in conjunction with other clubs
is having a

HOLIDAY PARTY
'Jr;Jcw,

:J)cccm

tcr 21

7 p.m. to Midnight

O·AK AND MARBLE LOUNGES
Student Center ( 137 East 22nd Street)

"k LIVE BAND
'k DANCING
FOOD AND DRINK

*

EVERYBODY'S
INVITED
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The Baruch· College Veterans' Association ·
'cordially invites you and your kids
to a

.,,,

i

J}

FREE FOOD AND DRINK

/;}._ SANTA CLAUS FOR THE KIDS.
�/ LIVE EN!ERTAINMENT

JllirlmJ, (/)11r.JUn6Jlll 21, 19 73
Children,'s Party . 2-5 P.M.
Ad&llts' Party
6-12 P.M.

ALL AT THE STUDENT CENTER

137 East 22nd Street

Sponso,red by t�:e B.C.V.A.

